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1. You will not recreate your classroom, and you cannot hold yourself to that standard. 
Moving a class to a distance learning model in a day's time excludes the possibility of 
excellence. Give yourself a break. 

2. Prioritize. What do students really need to know for two weeks? This one is hard, but we 
have to strip it all the way down. And we may have to think about other formats than 
we’re used to for students to show that they’re getting the ideas we want them to get. 

3. Low-tech is okay. Consider using tools that are familiar to you when possible, while also 
acknowledging that you may need to spend time learning new tools to achieve basic 
tasks. Reach out for help to gather ideas about how to accomplish your course goals. 

4. If you're making videos, student viewership drops off precipitously at 5 minutes. Break up 
content into short segments.  

5. Consider uploading to vidgrid, in part because it will transcribe for you. Do not assume 
your audio is good enough or that students can understand without transcription. This is 
like using a microphone at meetings--I don't care if you don't need it, someone else does 
and they don't want to ask. 

6. Make assignments lower or no stakes if you're using a new platform. Get students used 
to just using the platform. Then you can do something higher stakes. Do not ask students 
to do a high stakes exam or assignment right after you shift to a new platform.  

7. Stay in contact with students, and stay transparent. Talk to them about WHY you're 
prioritizing certain things or asking them to read or do certain things. I've moved to doing 
that in all of my face-to-face teaching anyway, and it improves student buy-in because 
they know content and delivery are purposeful. 

8. Distance learning, when planned, can be really excellent. That's not what this is. Do what 
you absolutely have to and ditch what you must. We're in triage. Thinking you can 
manage best practices in a day or a week will lead to feeling like you've failed.  

9. Be kind to yourself and your students. Everyone is stressed, even if they're playing cool. 
That includes faculty. And that's okay.   

 


